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 BILL CLINTON - Male Chart 
 Aug 19 1946, 8:51 am, AHST +10:00 
 Hope AK, 60°N55'13'', 149°W38'25'' 

 Geocentric Raman Zodiac 
 Whole Signs Houses,  Mean Node 

 
 

PLANETS TO MIDPOINTS 
 

Modulus 45°00' - Max Orb 1°30' 
 
 
Jupiter  =  Sun / Uranus    +0°24' 
You have a good understanding of life, and would make a good inventor and reformer. You 
could be a genius in technology or science with new innovations and progressive ideas. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mercury / Midheaven    +0°30' 
You have an optimistic outlook and are happy to reach out for your aims and objectives. You 
understand yourself and the way you operate and it is easy to realise your personal good fortune 
and luck in life. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mars / Pluto    +0°54' 
You have a superhuman ability to organise your objectives. You might reach success through 
unusual means and you emanate plenty of self-confidence in your actions. 
 
Jupiter  =  Pluto / Ascendant    +0°56' 
You have a powerful personality and exercise influence through being generous with the fruits of 
your success. You tend to be lucky in life and often have fortunate circumstances that allow for 
opportunities. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mercury / Neptune    -0°56' 
You have a vast imagination that has no apparent boundaries. Your ideas can be fanciful and you 
are eternally optimistic and hopeful, even if reality is not so rosy. You would make a good poet 
or an actor. 
 
Jupiter  =  Neptune / Pluto    +1°06' 



You feel much compassion and sensitivity towards the world and humanity in general. You are a 
peaceable person who is drawn towards religious and spiritual searches for meaning. You have a 
lot of wisdom and self-knowing. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mercury / Ascendant    -1°07' 
You enjoy participating in pleasurable and sociable activities. You make a successful negotiator 
and communicator. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mercury / Mars    -1°08' 
Your resolute and determined thinking helps you towards success and a happy life. You could be 
known for your constructive thinking and criticism. You make a good public speaker. 
 
Jupiter  =  Mercury / Venus    +1°16' 
You are successful in art, beauty and form design. You enjoy luxurious and wealthy objects and 
may be drawn towards religious art. You could be an art teacher or collector. 
 
Jupiter  =  Moon / Uranus    -1°20' 
Your big plans and concepts bring you good fortune because you have the Midas touch: 
whatever you put your hand to gets success. By using your intuition you’ll get lucky, sometimes 
surprisingly quickly. 
 
Saturn  =  Moon / Venus    -0°11' d 
Your feelings of passion and love are held back or restricted. You might feel inhibited when 
expressing your artistic and creative tendencies. 
 
Saturn  =  Jupiter / Pluto    +0°23' 
Your self-empowerment might feel held back and restricted. Although you would like to 
progress and put effort into your beliefs, you find it consistently difficult to develop. 
 
Saturn  =  Sun / Neptune    -0°38' 
You might suffer from a physical debility or general fragility. Care should be taken not to 
succumb to illness. Good for practical application of creative talents. 
 
Saturn  =  Sun / Midheaven    +0°48' d 
Your life’s mission might be full of responsibilities. Individual progress and advancement might 
be difficult but by applying continuous effort you get good results and avoid failure. 
 
Saturn  =  Sun / Ascendant    -0°49' 
You might find getting recognition is difficult even though you put in a lot of effort. Your 
personal attitude could be inhibited and you might feel shy. Separations can result due to 
disharmonious relationships. 
 
Saturn  =  Sun / Mars    -0°50' 
Your desires get held back and obstructed leading to frustrations. When you want to fight for 
something, chances are you get defeated. There may be obstacles to success in your career or 
vocation. 



 
Saturn  =  Moon / Midheaven    -0°56' 
Your soul may have tasks and lessons to learn in this life about separation and bereavement. You 
might find when you make connections to loving people your resulting relationship is interrupted 
or held back. 
 
North Node  =  Moon / Venus    -0°16' 
You love to connect to and be linked with others. You get stimulation and growth expressing 
loving feelings especially within your family and community. 
 
North Node  =  Jupiter / Pluto    +0°18' 
You can relate your beliefs to the masses, and might feel pulled towards taking a leadership 
position, like in politics. Your contacts and associations bring success and influence. 
 
North Node  =  Sun / Midheaven    +0°42' 
Your life’s mission is to make contacts and links to others in order to help yourself be noticed. 
You have achieved something when you feel stimulated by your colleagues and friends. 
 
North Node  =  Sun / Neptune    -0°44' 
When connecting to new people you might show weakness instead of strength. There is 
stimulating growth to be found with artistic and creative types. 
 
North Node  =  Sun / Ascendant    -0°55' 
You are likely to over-accentuate the importance of contacts and connections with others. Your 
personal attitude is to be generous towards others. 
 
North Node  =  Sun / Mars    -0°56' 
You have a desire to be successful by making connections, sometimes forcefully. Your destiny is 
fulfilled when you apply energy to your goals. You might find yourself pulled towards fighting 
for a cause and taking a leadership role. 
 
North Node  =  Moon / Midheaven    -1°02' d 
You are drawn towards likeminded souls who are on the same path as yourself. Your 
connections and associations help you to gain a sympathetic understanding of other people. 
 
North Node  =  Sun / Venus    +1°28' 
You bring together like-minded people into creative events. You get stimulated by meeting 
artistic and beautiful people. Falling in love is part of your destiny. You enjoy and indulge in 
life’s luxuries and are at your best being the heart and soul of a social scene. 
 
Uranus  =  Saturn / Pluto    +0°51' 
You have a reckless disposition and are fearless, likely to be working at life threatening tasks 
doing things that others would not. You make sudden decisions and need to control aggressive 
and hostile behaviour. 
 
Uranus  =  Mercury / Saturn    -1°12' 



You might experience great tension and nervousness and look for ways to release it. You could 
be easily frustrated and irritable, leading to an argumentative nature. Try to avoid making hasty 
decisions you regret later. 
 
Mercury  =  Moon / Jupiter    +0°12' d 
You are popular for your point of view and how you communicate. Your thoughts are vast and 
big and full of hope and optimism. You might want to travel a lot or to learn and educate 
yourself. 
 
Mercury  =  Saturn / Pluto    -0°44' d 
Your communication can be intense and deep with unspoken and inferred meanings. You get to 
the bottom of things and like to delve into and examine difficult problems. You are 
meticulousness, diligent and show immense attention to detail. 
 
Pluto  =  Mars / North Node    -0°00' d 
You might find that teamwork and collaborations reach extreme achievements and you might 
become fanatical or even obsessed about attaining a group goal. 
 
Pluto  =  North Node / Ascendant    +0°01' d 
You might find you have a strange and overpowering connection to a group or association that 
leads you to a place where you don’t want to be. 
 
Pluto  =  Neptune / North Node    +0°11' d 
You might want to dominate links, contacts and associations between people. Be wary of 
overpowering your relationships in all spheres of life. 
 
Pluto  =  Moon / Saturn    +0°32' 
You experience intense feelings of going your own way and becoming self-reliant. You might 
force yourself to reach an ultimatum that can result in depressed and inhibited feelings of 
separation from others. 
 
Mars  =  Neptune / Ascendant    +0°13' d 
You might struggle to fit into your environment and get frustrated or angry at outside influences. 
You might express your desires at the wrong place and the wrong time leading to difficulty in 
cooperating with others. 
 
Mars  =  Jupiter / Uranus    +0°44' 
You need to be free and independent to express your desires. You are determined and once you 
know where you are lucky you stick to a formula. Be wary of gambling and hasty decisions. 
 
Mars  =  Jupiter / North Node    -1°12' 
You make a good team worker bringing knowledge and learning to your group that enhances 
ambitions and a sense of achievement through cooperation. You are driven towards making 
happy relationships and love unions that are fulfilling. 
 
Ascendant  =  Mars / Neptune    +0°09' d 



The way you meet life might lack the dynamism and drive to advance towards your goals. You 
might find more endings than beginnings due to a generally unstable approach. 
 
Ascendant  =  Jupiter / Uranus    +0°41' 
The way you meet life is futuristic and radical. Your general approach is unique and you like to 
bring that special approach to the environment around you. You make an exciting and happy 
partner to be with. 
 
Ascendant  =  Jupiter / North Node    -1°15' 
Your general approach to life is sympathetic and pleasant which helps you to make good 
contacts and associations. You are known for bringing harmony and happiness to relationships. 
 
Neptune  =  Jupiter / Uranus    +0°20' 
You might be confused about what to believe in and find yourself disappointed over a life 
philosophy or religion. You might have mysterious luck and good fortune when its least 
expected; look out for a new door opening after another one closes. 
 
Neptune  =  Mars / Ascendant    -0°22' d 
You might find your energy levels are often low and it is difficult to get motivated. Your creative 
drive might be lost in a vague sense of the direction you should go in. You find working with 
others a strange and mysterious experience. 
 
Neptune  =  Mars / Midheaven    +1°15' 
You rely on other people too much to help you reach your objectives in life and so you fail to 
stand out independently. You might be easily influenced to making the wrong actions, which can 
result in you giving up. 
 
Neptune  =  Ascendant / Midheaven    +1°16' 
Your everyday living experience is covered by a gentle mist leaving you somewhat vague and 
dreamy. This is good for a mystical, spiritual or psychic life direction and vocation, but you 
might be lost in the moment-to-moment and often find you have to feign or hide your true 
feelings. Try to avoid disappointment when trying to reach your aspirations. 
 
Moon  =  Jupiter / Uranus    -0°26' 
You have a positive outlook and are full of optimism. You express your feelings and emotions 
joyously and independently. Your natural intuitive nature serves you well as does your good 
sense and forethought. 
 
Moon  =  Mars / Midheaven    +0°27' 
You can be emotionally impulsive leading to hasty and inconsiderate actions. You are easily 
excitable and might be better off acting independently. 
 
Moon  =  Ascendant / Midheaven    +0°29' 
You can use your feelings and emotions in your career. You are known for an instinctual 
response that can help you be noticed. Your reactions to the world around you are based on your 
intuitive understanding of others. 



 
Moon  =  Neptune / Midheaven    +0°39' 
You have a whimsical and farfetched imagination that tends to make you see the world through 
rose coloured spectacles and misinterpret much of what goes on. You might have a particularly 
dreamy and peculiar nature. 
 
Moon  =  Neptune / Ascendant    -0°58' 
Although you are intuitive and instinctive, you might depend on those senses too much and act 
rather peculiarly and mysteriously, leading to difficulty in your relationships. 
 
Moon  =  Mars / Neptune    -0°59' 
You might be overly sensitive and suffer from feelings of inadequacy. You can get moody and 
experience emotional shifts through nervousness. Drink more water and avoid drugs and alcohol. 
 
Moon  =  Mars / Ascendant    -1°09' 
You might be emotional and able to feel a lot of anger, with a tendency to get easily excited. 
Provocative behaviour can habitually cause conflicts. 
 
Moon  =  Venus / Mars    +1°13' 
You have emotional impulses that urge you towards creating a loving and nurturing situation, 
such as being in partnerships or having children. 
 
Moon  =  Venus / Ascendant    +1°15' 
You show compassion, empathy and sympathy to others. In relationships, you might express 
motherly behaviour. 
 
Moon  =  Venus / Neptune    +1°25' 
Your emotional life is constantly shifting and full of uncertainty because you are easily 
influenced and led by others. Your dreamy nature might be better expressed in a spiritual 
environment. 
 
Midheaven  =  Saturn / North Node    -0°03' d 
You might find your life direction and aspirations are held back, leaving you depressed and 
having to stand individually. Relationships can be difficult with others in your professional life. 
 
Midheaven  =  Moon / Sun    -0°21' d 
Your life direction is influenced by marriage and partnership, which can become an aim and 
objective. Working with relationships can develop into a vocation or career. You’re probably 
known for a having your mind and soul work well together.   
 
Midheaven  =  Venus / Neptune    -0°41' 
You might find you are known for your romantic and dreamy nature with an inclination to lose 
yourself in love. When reality comes around, you might find you get disappointed and 
disillusioned. 
 
Midheaven  =  Venus / Ascendant    -0°51' 



You are known for your affectionate nature and artistic inclinations. Relationships and love 
unions make up a part of your life’s mission. 
 
Midheaven  =  Venus / Mars    -0°53' 
Your life direction involves relationships, marriage and a healthy sex life. Expressing and 
indulging in your passions is important for success in your vocation and career. 
 
Sun  =  Saturn / Uranus    +0°29' 
You constantly test yourself with various forms of strength, physical and mental, to see your 
ability to endure. You have a strong sense of resistance and yet would easily get involved in an 
insurgence or revolt. You might find yourself severed or divided from others. 
 
Sun  =  Venus / Midheaven    -0°37' d 
You like to be seen as beautiful and desire to be noticed for your affections and charm. You 
might be conceited and vain. You love to be loved by others. 
 
Sun  =  Mercury / North Node    +1°20' 
You might be recognised for your positive approach in sharing and co-creating thoughts and 
plans with other people. You would make a good team or group leader. 
 
Sun  =  Saturn / North Node    -1°27' 
You might find it necessary to get away and separate yourself from people because they make 
you feel uncomfortable. You shine when in seclusion or on retreat. 
 
Venus  =  Saturn / Uranus    +0°21' 
You might find the harmonious love relationships you look for are beset with tensions and 
stresses leading to conflicts and separations. 
 
Venus  =  Mercury / North Node    +1°12' 
You like to mix socially with people who share the same ideas and concepts as yourself. You 
might find yourself in a group involvement in an art or creative project for which you make a 
suitable spokesperson. 
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